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PROSPHORA OFFERINGS
One of the great privileges and responsibilities of
the Orthodox Christian is to make an offering at
each Divine Liturgy. This offering is a gift back to
God, who needs nothing, yet receives what we
have—time, money or talent—and sanctifies it. This
giving to the Lord is done in thanksgiving for what
He has given us. From the beginning of the Church
each Sunday the faithful would bring gifts of
money, food, bread and wine to be used for the
Church or given to the poor. A portion of the offered
bread and wine would be used for Eucharistic offering, and prayers were made for the health and salvation on behalf of, and for those who gave these
gifts and for those who had died. The essence of all
this has not changed in all these centuries. The small
“prosphora” bread loaves are brought into the Altar
each Sunday with a list of names of those living and
departed. The priest prays for each person by name,
taking out a small particle of the bread from each
loaf and placing it on the Diskos (plate holding the
bread which will be the Eucharistic bread). The
priest is praying for you and with you, not instead

of you. After Holy Communion the priest places
those particles—which represent each person—into
the Chalice, immersing and mingled them with the
Precious Body and Blood of the Lord.
In doing all these things, we give all to God,
the Creator and Fashioner, and give thanks to Him
for all things. The witness of the saints and the Tradition is that the prayers offered before the Liturgy
are indeed very powerful. This power, from the
Lord, of intercession, sanctification and gratitude is
something that must go with us as we leave the Liturgy, and spill over into our daily life. Want to know
more?
If you are interested in hearing more about
this please join us at the presentation advertised below. If you would like to have a prayer list sent to
the Altar each Sunday, please speak with either Fr.
Lawrence or Petar Griovski.
“Christ has assembled us together into
the Liturgy of His Kingdom.”
(The Divine Liturgy, Hieromonk Gregory)

THE BREAD OF OFFERING
ON SATURDAY MORNING, February 26, at 9 AM, there will be a two hour presentation on the
meaning, preparation and theology of Holy Bread (Prosphora & the Eucharistic Bread). This presentation is being organized by Matushka Xenia and those who prepare and bake the Holy Bread. Father Lawrence will give a short demonstration on the Proskomedia (which is the preparation of the
wine and the bread for Liturgy), the bakers will give a presentation on how they prepare the Bread
of Offering, and Father John Schettig will speak about the history and theology. All are welcome.

SISTERHOOD MEETING

There will be a Sisterhood Meeting at the home of Barbara Owens on Thursday evening, February 3, beginning
at 6:30 PM. Directions are as follows: 1709 Walnut Creek Dr., Santa Rosa, Ca 95403. Phone is 544-1948. Off of
Piner Rd (either from the East or the West) turn North onto Coffey Lane. Go the equivalent of 3 blocks and turn
right on Walnut Creek Dr. There will be a House Blessing at 6:30 and the S.H. meeting will begin about 7:00.
We want this to be an enjoyable evening for all the ladies. Please offer to pick someone up that can't drive, and
if you would like to bring drinks or wine or a snack, that always seems to make us happy (and productive)!
Our President, Xenia Pribyl, will be conducting the meeting.
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INFORMATION
Protection of the Holy Virgin & St. Seraphim of Sarov Church
90 Mountain View Ave, Santa Rosa, CA. 95407
Parish office phone: 584-9491 / fax: 585-9445
website: saintseraphim.com

Protopresbyter Alexander Schmemann

THE CHRISTIAN CONCEPT OF DEATH

“HE SUFFERED AND WAS BURIED. And He rose again...”
After the Cross, after the descent into death there is the Resurrection from the dead—that principal, fundamental and decisive confirmation of the Symbol of Faith, a confirmation from
the very heart of Christianity. Indeed “if Christ is not risen,
Our Parish Secretary may be reached at the Church office on
then your faith is in vain.” These are the words of the Apostle
Tuesday–Saturday, 9 AM to Noon, at 584-9491.
Paul, and they remain fundamental for Christianity to this
Fr. Lawrence Margitich may be reached at the Parish office
day. Christianity is a belief, first of all and above all, in the fact
phone, or at Lmargitich@sbcglobal.net. He is available Tuesthat Christ did not remain in the grave, that life shone forth
day–Saturday, from noon onwards each day.
from death, and that in Christ’s Resurrection from the dead,
the absolute, all-encompassing law of dying and death, which
PARISH CONTACTS
tolerated no exceptions, was somehow blown apart and overFr. Michael Margitich, Pastor Emeritus ...............473-0314
come from within.
Fr. John Schettig, Assistant Pastor ......................318-1559
The Resurrection of Christ comprises, I repeat, the
Fr. John Ramos, Attached ..................................570-9849
very heart of the Christian faith and Christian Good News.
Fr. Andrew Cuneo, Assigned........................914-255-5434
And yet, however strange it may sound, in the everyday life
Deacon Jeremiah Crawford ...............................377-4094
of Christianity and Christians in our time there is little room
Deacon Nicholas Carr ........................................588-8753
for this faith. It is as though obscured, and the contemporary
Sub-Deacon Marc Richardson ............................545-4047
Christian, without being cognizant of it, does not reject it, but
Nicolas Custer, Choir Director ............................584-9491
somehow skirts about it, and does not live the faith as did the
Serge Anderson, Parish Council Warden.............291-7452
first Christians. If he attends church, he of course hears in the
Petar Griovski, Treasurer ...................................762-4742
Christian service the ever resounding joyous confirmations:
“trampling down death by death,” “death is swallowed up by
Bonnie Alexander, Recording Secretary .............778-8528
victory,” “life reigns,” and “not one dead remains in the
Xenia Pribyl, Sisterhood President......................217-7630
grave.” But ask him what he really thinks about death, and
Fr. Andrew, Church School Coordinator .......914-255-5434
often (too often alas) you will hear some sort of rambling afLaurel Counts, Youth Group Coordinator............795-5739
firmation of the immortality of the soul and its life in some
Scrip, Shenina ...................................................321-7417
sort of world beyond the grave, a belief that existed even beEleni Rose, Agape Meal Coordinator ..................480-6106
fore Christianity. And that would be in the best of circumstances. In the worst, one would be met simply by perplexity
and ignorance, “You know, I have never really thought about it.”
Meanwhile it is absolutely necessary to think about it, because it is with faith or unbelief, not simply in
the “immortality of the soul,” but precisely in the Resurrection of Christ and in our “universal resurrection” at
the end of time that all of Christianity “stands or falls,” as they say. If Christ did not rise, then the Gospel is the
most horrible fraud of all. But if Christ did rise, then not only do all our pre-Christian representations and beliefs in the “immortality of the soul” change radically, but they simply fall away. And then the entire question
of death presents itself in a totally different light. And here is the crux of the matter, that the Resurrection above
all assumes an attitude toward death and an concept of death that is most profoundly different from its usual
religious representations; and in a certain sense this concept is the opposite of those representations.
It must be frankly stated that the classical belief in the immortality of the soul excludes faith in the resurrection, because the resurrection (and this is the root of the matter) includes in itself not only the soul, but
also the body. Simply reading the Gospel leaves no doubt about it. When they saw the risen Christ, the Apostles, as the Gospel says, thought that they were seeing a ghost or a vision. The first task of the risen Christ was
to allow them to sense the reality of His body. He takes food and eats in front of them. He commands the
doubting Thomas to touch His body, to be convinced of the Resurrection through his fingers. And when the
Apostles came to believe, it is precisely the proclamation of the Resurrection, its reality, its “bodiliness” that
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becomes the chief content, power and joy of their
preaching, and the main sacrament of the Church
becomes the Communion of bread and wine as the
Body and Blood of the risen Christ. And in this act,
says the Apostle Paul, “proclaiming the death of the
Lord, they confess His Resurrection.”
Those who turn to Christianity turn not to
ideas or principles, but they accept this belief in the
Resurrection, this experience, this knowledge of the
risen Teacher. They accept faith in the universal resurrection, which means the overcoming, the destruction, the annihilation of death as the ultimate goal of
the world. “The last enemy to be destroyed is
death!” exclaims the Apostle Paul in a sort of spiritual ecstasy. And on every Pascha night we proclaim, “O Death, where is thy sting? O Hades, where
is thy victory? Christ is risen, and not one dead remains in the grave. Christ is risen, and life reigns!”
In this way the acceptance or non-acceptance of
Christ and Christianity is essentially the acceptance
or non-acceptance of belief in His Resurrection, and
in the language of religious representations that
means belief in the union in Him of body and soul,
of which the dissolution and ruination is death.
We are not speaking here about those who
reject the Resurrection of Christ because they reject
the very existence of God, i.e. convinced (or think
that they are convinced) atheists. The discussion
concerns a quite different area. Of much greater importance is that strange “obscurity” of faith in the
Resurrection, which I just mentioned, among those
very believers, those very Christians who connect in
a peculiar way the celebration of Pascha with the
actual, perhaps often subconscious, rejection of the
Resurrection of Christ. There has occurred in historical Christianity a sort of return to the pre-Christian
concept of death, which consists of, first of all, a recognition of death as a “law of nature,” i.e. a phenomenon inherent in nature itself, with which, for
this reason and no matter how frightening death
might be, one must “come to terms,” which one
must accept. Indeed, all non-Christian, all natural
religions, all philosophies are in essence occupied
with our “coming to terms” with death and attempt
to demonstrate for us the source of immortal life, of
the immortal soul in some sort of alien world beyond the grave. Plato, for example, and countless

followers after him teach that death is a liberation
from the body which the soul desires; and in this
circumstance faith in the resurrection of the body
not only becomes unnecessary, but also incomprehensible, even false and untrue. In order to perceive
the entire sense of Christian belief in the Resurrection, we must begin not from that belief itself, but
from the Christian concept of the body and death,
for here lies the root of the misunderstanding even
within Christianity.
Religious consciousness assumes that the
Resurrection of Christ is first of all a miracle, which
of course it is. But for the average religious consciousness this miracle is even greater: the miracle of
all miracles remains “unique” so to speak, pertaining to Christ. And since we acknowledge that Christ
is God, this miracle ceases to be a miracle in a certain sense. God is almighty, God is God, God can do
anything! Whatever the death of Christ signifies, His
divine power and might did not allow Him to remain in the grave. Yet the fact of the matter is that all
this comprises only half of the age-old Christian interpretation of the Resurrection of Christ. The joy of
early Christianity, which still lives in the Church, in
her services, in her hymns and prayers, and especially in the incomparable feast of Pascha, does not
separate the Resurrection of Christ from the “universal resurrection,” which originates and begins in
the Resurrection of Christ.
Celebrating one week before Pascha Christ’s
raising of His friend Lazarus, the Church solemnly
and joyfully confirms that this miracle is a “confirmation of the universal resurrection.” But in the
minds of the faithful these two inseparable halves of
the faith—faith in the Resurrection of Christ and
faith in the “universal resurrection” initiated by
Him—have somehow become disconnected. What
remains intact is the belief in the rising of Christ
from the dead, His Resurrection in the body, which
He invites the doubting Thomas to touch: “Reach
hither thy finger, and thrust it into My wounds: and
be not faithless, but believing.”
Now as for our mortal and final destiny and
fate after death, which we have begun to call the
world beyond the grave, this destiny and fate has
gradually ceased to be interpreted in the light of the
Resurrection of Christ and its relation to it. As far as
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Christ is concerned we confirm that He rose from the
dead, but as far as we ourselves are concerned we
say that we believe in the immortality of the soul, in
which the Greeks and Jews believed ages before
Christ, in which to this day all religions believe without exception, and for which belief the Resurrection
of Christ (however strange this may sound) is even
unnecessary.
What is the reason behind this odd bifurcation? The reason lies in our concept of death, or better in a different concept of death as the separation of
the soul from the body. All pre-Christian and extraChristian “religiosity” teaches that this separation of
the soul from the body should be regarded as not
only “natural” but also positive, that in this should
be seen a liberation of the soul from the body, which
prevents the soul from being spiritual, heavenly,
pure and blessed. Since in human experience evil,
disease, suffering and the passions arise from the
body, the goal and meaning of religion and the religious life become naturally the liberation of the soul
from this bodily “prison,” a liberation precisely in
death which allows it to attain its fullness. But it
must be most strongly emphasized that this concept
of death is not Christian, and furthermore it is incompatible with Christianity, manifestly contradictory. Christianity proclaims, confirms and teaches,
that this separation of the soul from the body, which
we call death, is evil. It is not part of God’s creation.
It is that which entered the world, making it subject
to itself, but opposed to God and violating His design, His desire for the world, for mankind and for
life. It is that which Christ came to destroy.
But again, in order not so much to understand, but rather to sense, to feel this Christian interpretation of death, we must begin by saying at least a
few words about this design of God’s, as much as
has been disclosed to us in the Holy Scriptures and
revealed to its fullness in Christ, in His teaching, in
his death and in His Resurrection.
This design may be simply and concisely outlined thus: God created man with a body and soul,
i.e. at once both spiritual and material, and it is precisely this union of spirit, soul and body that is called
man in the Bible and in the Gospel. Man, as created
by God, is an animate body and an incarnate spirit,
and for that reason any separation of them, and not
only the final separation, in death, but even before

death, any violation of that union is evil. It is a spiritual catastrophe. From this we receive our belief in
the salvation of the world through the incarnate God,
i.e. again, above all, our belief in His acceptance of
flesh and body, not “body-like,” but a body in the
fullest sense of the word: a body that needs food, that
tires and that suffers. Thus that which in the Scriptures is called life, that life, which above all consists
of the human body animated by the spirit and of the
spirit made flesh, comes to an end—at death—in the
separation of soul and body. No, man does not disappear in death, for creation may not destroy that
which God has called from nothingness into being.
But man is plunged into death, into the darkness of
lifelessness and debility. He, as the Apostle Paul says,
is given over to destruction and ruin.
Here, I would once more like to repeat and
emphasize that God did not create the world for this
separation, dying, ruin and corruption. And for this
reason the Christian Gospel proclaims that “the last
enemy to be destroyed is death.” The Resurrection
is the recreation of the world in its original beauty
and totality. It is the complete spiritualization of
matter and the complete incarnation of the spirit in
God’s creation. The world has been given to man as
his life, and for this reason, according to our Christian Orthodox teaching, God will not annihilate it but
will transfigure it into “a new heaven and a new
earth,” into man’s spiritual body, into the temple of
God’s presence and God’s glory in creation.
“The last enemy to be destroyed is death…”
And that destruction, that extermination of death
began when the Son of God Himself in His immortal
love for us voluntarily descended into death and its
darkness, filling its despair and horror with His light
and love. And this is why we sing on Pascha not only
“Christ is risen from the dead,” but also “trampling
down death by death…”
He alone arose from the dead, but He has destroyed our death, destroying its dominion, its despair, its finality. Christ does not promise us Nirvana or some sort of misty life beyond the grave,
but the resurrection of life, a new heaven and a new
earth, the joy of the universal resurrection. “The
dead shall arise, and those in the tombs will sing for
joy…” Christ in risen, and life abides, life lives…
That is the meaning; that is the unending joy of this
truly central and fundamental confirmation of the
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Symbol of Faith: “And the third day, He rose again
according to the Scriptures.” According to the Scriptures, i.e. in accordance with that knowledge of life,
with that design for the world and humanity, for the
soul and body, for the spirit and matter, for life and
death, which has been revealed to us in the Holy
Scriptures. This is the entire faith, the entire love, and

the entire hope of Christianity. And this is why the
Apostle Paul says, “If Christ is not risen, then your
faith is in vain.”
—Fr. Alexander Schmemann
Russkaya mysl’, Nos. 3299, 3300, March 13, 20, 1980.
Translated from Russian by Robert A. Parent

EVENTS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
• ANNUAL MEETING: Our yearly gathering of the parish membership will take place, as the by-laws mandate, on the first Sunday of February,
2/6/2011. The meeting will begin at 12:30 PM.
• THE LITURGICAL SINGING SEMINARY 2011 will be hosted here at our parish on Friday, February 11 and Saturday, February 12. Those interested in helping out with meals, clean-up and hospitality, please see Father Lawrence.
• THE WEEK OF February 14–20 is Fast Free. This dispensation from fasting heralds the arrival of the Great Fast—Lent, which begins with Forgiveness Sunday Vespers, on March 6 at 1:15 PM. More on this important Parish event to come.
• WE CONGRATULATE Theodore and Susan Dechant on the Baptism of their child Raquel, on Saturday, January 30. May God grant her many
blessed years of the life in Christ.
• WE LOOK FORWARD to the Baptism of Aidan Iancu, child of Alexander and Ramona Iancu, on Sunday morning, February 6, at 9 AM. His Godmother is Eugenia Dada.
• ALTER SERVERS ARE NOW organized into two teams. Team A consists of Joseph and Moses Anderson, James Carr and Miron English (who also
“pinch hits” for Team B as well). Team B consists of Conor Carr and Robel and Mewael Tesfai. On occasion teams will combine (e.g. Feasts,
Holy Week, etc.). We hope that the teams will provide a sense of “ownership” for the kids, and the opportunity to participate more in preparing for the Liturgy.
• CHOIR: Rehearsals in February are vitally important. Great Lent approaches and with it a great deal of music. Rehearsals will be held on
Tuesdays, 7 PM, Feb. 15, 22 and March 1 and on Sunday, February 20, at 12:45 PM. The Parish thanks the Choir members for the dedication
and offering of time and talent.
• VIGILS: Beginning February 19, the Saturday evening Service will be Vespers and Matins combined into Vigil (about 1-1/2 in length). As the
Church begins Her preparations for Great Lent (Sundays of the Publican & Pharisee, Prodigal Son, Last Judgment, etc., are Sundays of preparation leading to Lent) we can spiritually benefit from the beautiful hymnography and the Resurrection Gospels and hymns of the Saturday
evening Vigil and make a good beginning of our Lenten journey. The Bishop has asked all parishes that are able to serve Vigil on Saturday
evening to do so. We are certainly able to do Vigil, what with the best choir in the Diocese, and three priests who can alternate serving. The
only question is, are the Faithful of the Parish able to do Vigil? Our attendance at Vespers is usually quite good, with exceptions—as your pastor I wouldn’t want to tinker with things too much and have attendance drop. Having a Vigil is not “tinkering” but offering the faithful the
fulness of worship. Please keep in mind, especially those who have children, that it is perfectly fine to come to a portion of the Vigil, enjoy
what you can (especially the Gospel and the hymns that follow), and if need be, leave in peace and the joy of the Resurrection before the
conclusion of the Vigil. —Fr. Lawrence
• FATHERS Andrew and Lawrence, as well as Matushka Ann, will be traveling to the parish in Santa Maria, at the invitation of Father Lawrence
Russell the pastor, to visit their newly constructed temple. If there is a pastoral emergency, please direct your call to Fr. John.
•CHAMPAGNE DINNER: You’re invited to the 2011 St. Michael’s School Champagne Dinner at our parish Hall. This fund-raiser for our local Orthodox School will take place on Friday, February 18th (a fast free day), doors open 6:30 PM. Tickets: $50.00. Contact Lara Anderson for more
information at (707) 569-0175 or (707) 291-6856.
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